We report the complex magnetic phase diagram and electronic structure of Cr 2 (Te 1- 
2
Competition between nearest-and further-neighbor magnetic interactions or competing interactions within special frustrated lattice structures often leads to a wide range of unusual magnetic ground states, which has been attracting intense attention in the community of condensed matter physics for the past few decades [1] . Relative strengths of these interactions can be readily tuned by external parameters, i.e, pressure, chemical doping, etc. Generally, nonisovalent chemical impurities substituted into nonmagnetic sites can introduce charge carriers which change the interaction pathway, such as Sr substitution on La in La 1-x Sr x MnO 3 that induces a ferromagnetic double-exchange interaction [2] . On the other hand, isovalent impurities can give rise to various extents of lattice distortion due to different ionic radii, which in turn modulates the exchange couplings, as seen in Sr 2-2x Ca 2x RuO 4 [3] . In this work, we study the This, we argue, introduces a new approach of tuning magnetic interactions through the control of orbital hybridization, which is different from the conventional charge carrier effect or pressure effect induced by chemical doping.
Magnetic properties of Cr 2 TeO 6 (CrTO) and Cr 2 WO 6 (CrWO) were first reported by Kunnmann et al in the late 1960s [4] . Both are insulators and undergo antiferromagnetic transitions at T N ~ 93 K and 45 K, respectively [5] . Intriguingly, despite being isostructural (both are ordered inverse-trirutile structures with tetragonal symmetry P4 2 /mnm as shown schematically in Fig. 1(a) ; lattice parameters a 0 = 4.545 Å and c 0 = 8.995 Å for CrTeO and a 0 = [4, 6] due to the similar ionic radii of Te 6+ and W 6+ ions, these two compounds display different magnetic structures [4] as shown in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1 In Table 1a we give the GGA energies (per magnetic unit cell containing four Cr atoms). [17, 18] . In the same Table we give the energies for U = 4 eV (this incorporates both intra-site Coulomb repulsion and exchange through a single parameter EuS [20] .
The ground state is AF-AF (AFM-I) for the Te compound and AF-F (AFM-II) for the W
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